
Tutorial on Creating a Pivot Table (Excel 2010 and 2007) 
 

Pivot Tables have a reputation for being difficult to create and interpret.  There may be some 

truth to this rumor, but for a problem such as the one we’ve outlined in the text, PivotTables are 

relatively easy to use.  Here’s how: 

 

1)  Download the PulseNew.xls file (click <here> to download) and open the workbook in 

Excel 2010. 

 

2) Click on a cell in the worksheet and then (in Excel 2010) click on the “Insert” menu 

ribbon.  In the left panel in the Insert ribbon, you should see the “PivotTable” icon (as 

shown in Figure 4-2).  Click the PivotTable icon. 
 

 

Figure 4-2: PivotTable Icon 

 

3)  After clicking the PivotTable icon, your data will be highlighted (surrounded by a 

dashed box) and the dialog in Figure 4-3 will appear. 

PulseNew.xls


 

Figure 4-3: Pivot Table Dialog 

4)  Make certain the entire data range is selected, including the top row of field labels (it is 

in this case) and then click OK.  You should see something similar to Figure 4-4. 
 

 

Figure 4-4: Pivot Table Construction Screen 



 

5)  At first look, the Excel PivotTable layout looks daunting.  Don’t panic!  The 

PivotTable layout is on the left and contains several “Drop .... Fields Here” labels.  The 

upper right panel contains the “PivotTable Field List”.  You should notice that the field 

list contains the categorical variables from the dataset, including the two variables of 

interest in our small study:  Smoke? and Sex.  The lower right panel contains boxes or 

“areas” where we can place our data field variables for inclusion in the PivotTable. 

 

6)  To create the table: 

 

a)  Drag the “Smoke?” field name into the Row Labels area. 

b)  Drag the “Sex” field name into the Column Labels area. 

c)  Drag the “Smoke?” field name (or any other field name) into the Values area. 

 

The PivotTable layout changes as you drag field name into the appropriate areas on 

the lower right. 

 

 

Important Note:  “Values” is a confusing name for the lower right 
area.  “Rows to be included” would be a better name.  Once you 
move a variable into this area, Excel will build a table using only 
the rows for which that variable has any value.  It does not matter 
what value. 

 

At this point, your PivotTable layout should be similar to Figure 4-5. 
 

 

Show Percentages Instead of Counts 
 

The PivotTable you have created displays counts.  Changing to percentages is relatively easy. 

 

1. In the Values area (lower right), click on the “Count of S…” icon.  Select “Value Field 

Settings” from the menu (see Figure 4-6).  You will then see the dialog in Figure 4-7. 

 

2. Select the “Show Values As” tab (see the result in Figure 4-8). 

 

3. Choose “% of Column Total” and click OK.  You should see the values in the PivotTable 

as percentages. 

 



 

Figure 4-5: PivotTable Layout After Dragging Field Names to the Proper Areas 

 



 

Figure 4-6: Value Field Settings 

 

 

Figure 4-7: Value Field Settings 



 

Figure 4-8: Change Counts to Percentages 

 

 

PivotTable Instructions for Excel 2007 

 
The procedure for creating a PivotTable in Excel 2007 is identical to Excel 2010.  After loading 

the PulseNew.xls workbook, the “Insert” ribbon will display the PivotTable icon as shown in 

Figure 4-9. 

 

 

Figure 4-9: Excel 2007 PivotTable Icon 

From this point, the procedure is identical to Excel 2010. 


